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The methods for examining questionnaires in psychology are steeped in conventional statistics. However,
many within the social sciences have started exploring Bayesian methods as an alternative to the con-
ventional approach. This paper highlights the usefulness of Bayesian methodology for factor analysis,
using the Body Image Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (BI-AAQ) as a case study. In an all-Hispanic
undergraduate sample (n¼289), we compared techniques from Bayesian and frequentist estimation for
examining the factor structure of the BI-AAQ. Results indicated Bayesian estimation was flexible and
offered unique insights relative to the conventional frequentist approach. We conclude the BI-AAQ was a
structurally valid measure for our all-Hispanic sample and that Bayesian methods may be fruitful for
further evaluation within the contextual behavioral science community.
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1. Introduction

Those within the emerging contextual behavioral science (CBS)
tradition have endeavored to develop meaningful interventions
grounded in basic and applied theory (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, &
Wilson, 2012). An important part of this strategy is developing
self-report measures of key components of the psychological
flexibility model (Hayes, Levin, Plumb-Vilardaga, Villatte, & Pis-
torello, 2013). In this regard, CBS has expanded beyond its tradi-
tional behavior analytic roots by embracing pragmatically useful
mid-level functional terms and by employing statistical analyses to
assess for the impact of psychological processes at the group level
(Vilardaga, Hayes, Levin, & Muto, 2009). Like Vilardaga and col-
leagues, we argue this expansion need not result in an abandon-
ment of the precision afforded by a functional analytic approach to
human behavior as long as statistical inference is used in a manner
consistent with CBS's behavioral origins.

That said, most of the CBS-based measures to date have been
developed using traditional psychometric procedures consisting of
exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses grounded in a clas-
sical frequentist approach to statistical probability. Notable ex-
amples include the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ-II;
Bond et al., 2011) and the Body Imagine Acceptance and Action
ral Science. Published by Elsevier
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Questionnaire (BI-AAQ; Sandoz, Wilson, Merwin, & Kellum, 2013).
While this traditional measurement development strategy is not
necessarily incongruent with the philosophical assumptions
guiding CBS, the functional contextual foundation of CBS allows for
a more pragmatic approach to measure development (see Wilson,
Whiteman, & Bordieri, 2013 for an extended CBS discussion of
pragmatism and truth). As Ciarrochi and colleagues note (2016),
there is a fundamental tension between the two approaches as
traditional psychometric theory holds stability across time and
context as a hallmark indicator of quality while CBS places greater
value on measures that are sensitive to context. A CBS approach to
measure development places utility of the measure above tradi-
tional metrics of stability and in doing so allows for a more flexible
analytic posture (Ciarrochi et al., 2016). We believe that Bayesian
estimation may provide additional analytic tools consistent with
CBS assumptions. In this paper we offer an overview of Bayesian
estimation and provide an example of the approach applied to a
CBS measure in a all-Hispanic undergraduate sample.
2. An introduction to Bayesian estimation

There are two major approaches to probability within the field
of statistics: frequentist and Bayesian (see Fienberg, 2006). The
Bayesian approach began following the posthumous publication of
Reverend Thomas Bayes' famous essay on probability (Bayes &
Price, 1763) and was widely adopted among statisticians up
through the early twentieth century. However, following criticisms
Inc. All rights reserved.
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from notable statisticians, such as Sir Ronald Fisher, frequentist
notions of probability overshadowed the Bayesians for much of the
twentieth century. Some of the criticisms were philosophical,
concerning how statisticians should view probability (for an in-
troduction, see Dienes, 2011). Other criticisms were practical; for
example, Bayesian estimation is often more computationally de-
manding and time consuming than frequentist estimation
(Krushcke, 2015). As a result, Bayesian approaches fell out of favor
and frequentist approaches spread such that the vast majority of
the inferential statistics reported in journals in the social sciences
are frequentist.

But Bayesian estimation is more than a historic artifact and
many contemporary statisticians and social scientists are re-
considering Bayesian estimation (Kruschke, 2011b). This is in part
due to advances in efficient algorithms and computer speed that
have made Bayesian estimation increasingly practical (Kruschke,
2015). Moreover, some contemporary statisticians have put phi-
losophical issues aside and adopted a pragmatic statistical ap-
proach (e.g., Kass, 2011) wherein estimation procedures are cho-
sen based on their utility for the task at hand. The reemergence of
Bayesian methodology in the social sciences is evident in recent
articles in methodological journals (e.g., Yuan & MacKinnon,
2009), statistical text books (e.g., Kruschke, 2015; McElreath,
2016), and at least three recent special issues in social science
journals (Kruschke, 2011a; Mulder & Wagenmakers, 2016; Zyphur,
Oswald, & Rupp, 2015).
3. Bayes for factor analysis

Articles on self-report-based exploratory and confirmatory
factor analyses (EFA and CFA, respectively) often emphasize the
number of factors, factor correlations – in the case of multiple
factors – and the strength of the factor. This is understandable
given the primary concerns for many questionnaire developers,
such as Do the seven items in the AAQ-II form a coherent measure of
psychological flexibility? and Does the AAQ-II correlate reasonably
with known measures of mindfulness?. Yet, other important parts of
the statistical model are often underemphasized, such as residual
correlations. Residual variances are the portions of the items not
accounted for by the factor, and combinations of characteristics
unique to the items and of measurement error (see Brown, 2015).
For the simple single-factor model, the traditional presumption is
that residuals are uncorrelated with each other. That is, that the
correlations among the items are fully accounted for by the factor.
By default, they are typically constrained to zero, which is con-
venient since, due to issues regarding model identification, CFAs
done within a frequentist framework cannot freely estimate all
possible residual correlations within a model (Muthén & Aspar-
ouhov, 2012a). Yet, it is unclear that clinical researchers should
expect a factor to perfectly explain all the correlations among
items. CFAs with clinically-oriented questionnaires often require
residual correlations for good model fit, even in the presence of
high factor loadings (Cole, Ciesla, & Steiger, 2007). For example,
Bond and colleagues (2011) discovered that achieving reasonable
model fit for the AAQ-II required a residual correlation for the two
items including the word “painful.” As MacCallum (2003) and Box
(1979) reminded us in his presidential address to the Society of
Multivariate Experimental Psychology, statistical models are al-
ways imperfect and are, at best, useful tools for our topics of in-
terest. Thus, if possible, we should prefer statistical models that
are flexible enough to accommodate imperfections.

This is where Bayesian estimation can help. In Bayesian in-
ference, results are always the joint product of characteristics of
the data and prior knowledge (see Zyphur & Oswald, 2015). While
scale developers from both traditions apply their prior theoretical
knowledge at each step of development, frequentist statistical
inference only involves the characteristics of the data from the
specific research sample. In contrast, Bayesians formally include
prior knowledge into the statistical estimation process with what
are called model priors—priors, for short. Priors may be generally
characterized as either informative or uninformative. Unin-
formative priors have minimal influence on the analysis and are
often specified for pragmatic computational purposes, to convey
uncertainty about their topic area, or to yield estimates the most
similar to those from frequentist estimators (Muthén & Aspar-
ouhov, 2012a). Informative priors allow researchers to influence
their results with prior information, which may come from ob-
jective or subjective sources. In science, informative priors based
on previous studies let researchers their aggregate knowledge,
giving studies using such priors a meta-analytic flair (Zyphur &
Oswald, 2015).

Muthén & Asparouhov (2012a, 2012b) recently proposed the
Bayesian structural equation model (BSEM) method, wherein a
special kind of informative prior, zero-mean small-variance priors,
may replace the traditional exact-zero residual correlations in CFA
with approximate zeros. In the words of Asparouhov, Muthén, and
Morin (2015), “these parameters are neither completely fixed to
zero nor are completely free, but are instead approximately fixed
to zero” (pp. 4–5). So far, BSEM priors have substantially improved
several applied factor models (e.g., Falkenström, Hatcher, &
Holmqvist, 2014; Zyphur & Oswald, 2015). We propose that the
approximate zeros afforded by the BSEM method will effectively
accommodate the imperfections inherent in our statistical models.
To examine the utility of the BSEM method for questionnaires
within the CBS community, we present a case-study using a
measure of body image flexibility.
4. Body image flexibility

Evaluating one's body negatively may be termed body image
dissatisfaction (Stice & Shaw, 2002). Although body image dis-
satisfaction has been shown to predict eating disorder sympto-
matology (e.g., Brannan & Petrie, 2008; Corning, Krumm, & Smi-
tham, 2006), it is likely linked to disordered eating through
moderating variables because not everyone with body image dis-
satisfaction engages in problematic eating behaviors (Timko,
Juarascio, Martin, Faherty, & Kalodner, 2014). Two variables shown
in the literature to influence the relationship between body image
dissatisfaction and disordered eating are general and body-image-
related psychological flexibility (e.g., Hill, Masuda, & Latzman,
2013; Sandoz et al., 2013; Timko et al., 2014). Body image inflex-
ibility is a specific form of psychological inflexibility that entails
efforts to avoid unwanted thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations,
and memories pertaining to the body, even when doing so in-
volves actions that are incongruent with personal values. Sandoz
et al. (2013) developed the first body image flexibility measure, the
BI-AAQ. Results from their two principal factor analyses suggest
the BI-AAQ had a single-factor structure, with standardized factor
loading above .60 and item-total correlations above .52 in their
samples. Ferreira, Pinto-Gouveia, and Duarte (2011) replicated
their single-factor structure with responses from Portuguese par-
ticipants on a translated version of the measure.

Construct validity for the BI-AAQ may be found in its negative
correlations with disordered eating, body shape dissatisfaction,
BMI, and internalization of the thin ideal and a positive correlation
with general psychological inflexibility (Butryn et al., 2013; Sandoz
et al., 2013; Timko et al., 2014). Body image flexibility has been
shown to mediate the relationship between body image dis-
satisfaction and disordered eating (Timko et al., 2014) and the
relationship between disordered eating cognitions and disordered
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eating pathology (Wendell, Masuda, & Le, 2012). Pre- to post-
treatment improvements in BI-AAQ scores were associated with
decreases in disordered eating and those with the greatest BI-AAQ
increases had the largest decreases in disordered eating (Butryn
et al., 2013). The BI-AAQ also demonstrated incremental validity by
improving the prediction of disordered eating (Hill et al., 2013;
Sandoz et al., 2013; Timko et al., 2014).

The psychometric properties of the BI-AAQ have not been ex-
amined for Hispanic persons, who constitute approximately 17% of
the population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014). Given the large number
of Hispanics living in the Unites States (US), it is important they are
adequately represented in clinical and psychometric research (van
de Vijver, 2011). One common misconception is that body image
dissatisfaction is much greater in Whites than other ethnicities.
The results of a meta-analysis (Grabe & Hyde, 2006) and literature
review (Ricciardelli, McCabe, Williams, & Thompson, 2007) ex-
amining ethnic differences in body image dissatisfaction dispute
this belief, however. When inspecting Hispanics in particular,
Hispanic women did not differ in body image dissatisfaction
compared with White women (Grabe & Hyde, 2006). Likewise,
evidence from the literature review suggests that body image
dissatisfaction is similar for Hispanic and White men (Ricciardelli
et al., 2007). Regarding disordered eating, lifetime prevalence rates
of Bulimia Nervosa, Binge Eating Disorder, and any binge eating for
Hispanics are within the range of prevalence estimates for Cau-
casian samples (Alegria et al., 2007).

Hispanics have been largely unrepresented in prior BI-AAQ
studies of US samples. For example, Sandoz et al. (2013) and Timko
et al. (2014) reported their samples were less than 6% Hispanic.
Although there is accumulating evidence supporting the broad
cultural applicability of ACT processes (Hayes, Luoma, Bond, Ma-
suda, & Lillis, 2006; Hayes, Muto, & Masuda, 2011), evidence is still
needed to demonstrate suitability in Hispanic populations in par-
ticular. We predict the BI-AAQ will function similarly with His-
panic college students because of the universal assertion of the
model, evidence supporting the applicability of ACT processes in
other cultures, and similar rates of body image dissatisfaction and
disordered eating in Hispanic populations.
5. The present study

For the present study, we examined the factor structure of the
BI-AAQ in an all-Hispanic undergraduate sample. The purpose was
twofold: (a) to determine whether the BI-AAQ is a useful measure
of body image flexibility in Hispanic college students and (b) to
compare the utility of frequentist and Bayesian-based analytic
strategies. Based on prior research, we expected the BI-AAQ to
yield a single-factor structure, high factor loadings, and predictive
validity in our sample. For the analytic strategy, we were parti-
cularly interested in two lines of comparison :1) whether the two
methods lead to similar conclusions in a simple single-factor
model with no residual correlations and 2) in the event that either
or both indicated poor fit for the initial model, how the frequentist
and Bayesian methods compared for accommodating residual
correlations.
6. Method

6.1. Participants

Undergraduate students (N¼382) enrolled in psychology
courses at a public southwestern US university volunteered for the
study in exchange for course credit.
6.2. Measures

6.2.1. Demographic questionnaire
Sex, age, country of origin, and weight were assessed via a self-

report questionnaire.

6.2.2. Body Image-Acceptance and Action Questionnaire
The BI-AAQ (Sandoz et al., 2013) is 12-item measure designed

to measure body-image-related psychological flexibility. Users rate
items such as “I shut downwhen I feel bad about my body shape or
weight” on a 7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (Never true)
to 7 (Always true), with lower scores suggesting greater body-
image flexibility. Sandoz et al. (2013) also Ferreira et al. (2011)
found support for a single-factor solution.

6.2.3. Eating Attitudes Test-26
We assessed disordered eating behavior using the EAT-26

(Garner, Olmsted, Bohr, & Garfinkel, 1982), a 26-item self-report
questionnaire. With the EAT-26, users rate items on a 6-point
Likert-type scale ranging from 5 (Always) to 0 (Never). Garner and
colleagues suggested the EAT-26 should have three theoretically-
derived subscales: Dieting, Food Preoccupation, and Oral Control.
Subsequent psychometric studies have not supported the pro-
posed 3-factor structure and the factor structures proposed across
these studies have conflicted (Maïano, Morin, Lanfranchi, &
Therme, 2013). However, the EAT-26 total score is a widely used
and recommended indicator of disordered eating behavior (An-
derson, Lundgren, Shapiro, & Paulosky, 2004). The EAT-26 total
score is often used as a screening tool (e.g., Orbitello et al., 2006),
can accurately separate those diagnosed with eating disorder form
controls (e.g., Kiezebrink, Campbell, Mann, & Blundell, 2009;
Mintz & O’Halloran, 2000), and was used as a criterion variable in
previous studies with the BI-AAQ (Hill et al., 2013; Sandoz et al.,
2013). In the present study, we estimated a general EAT-26 score.

6.2.4. Attention check items
In order to control for careless responding (Meade & Craig,

2012), we included two attention check items in the survey bat-
tery. The item “Please fill in the ‘somewhat likely’ option for this
item” was embedded within the items of a questionnaire two
questionnaire slots before the BI-AAQ. Another item reading
“Please click the ‘rarely’ option for this item” was embedded in a
questionnaire three slots after the BI-AAQ.

6.3. Procedure

Approval was obtained from the university's Institutional Re-
view Board. All participants provided informed consent and were
administered a questionnaire battery using university owned
survey software. Participants completed these measures in a
computer lab with one or two researchers present and then re-
ceived extra course credit.

6.4. Statistical analysis strategy

6.4.1. Data preparation
Prior to primary study analyses, we assessed BI-AAQ item dis-

tributions with histograms, skew (Mdn¼ .39, SD¼ .32) and kurtosis
(Mdn¼�1.03, SD¼ .35) statistics. We checked for response quality
with attention check items, invariant response patterns, and
multivariate outliers. A small percentage of the BI-AAQ item values
(0.1%) were missing. All analyses were conducted using Mplus 7.3.

6.4.2. Frequentist CFA
To account for the missing data and nonnormal item distribu-

tions, we used the full information maximum likelihood estimator
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with nonnormal robust standard errors (MLR; Yuan & Bentler,
2000; also, Enders, 2010). These models were evaluated using the
model χ2, the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA),
and the Comparative Fit Index (CFI). Though nonsignificant χ2

values are frequently dismissed in the literature because of their
well-known tendency to over-penalize trivial misfit in large sam-
ples, our modest sample size warranted considering the χ2 ser-
iously (Kline, 2011). For interpreting the RMSEA and CFI, we used
the following rules of thumb: RMSEA values o .08 and o .05
suggested acceptable and good fit, respectively; CFI values 4 .90
and 4 .95 suggested acceptable and good fit, respectively (Brown,
2015). We also present the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for
nested and nonnested model comparisons. The BIC has an un-
bounded range and models with lower relative values are gen-
erally preferred (Vrieze, 2012).

6.4.3. Bayesian CFA and BSEM
Full information Bayesian estimation also accommodates data

with missing values and nonnormal distributions (e.g., Yuan &
MacKinnon, 2009). We used a Markov chain Monte Carlo algo-
rithm, the Gibbs sampler, which takes many draws from the
posterior distribution of the model parameters until convergence
criteria are met. Herein, we specified three Markov chains of
200,000 iterations each and assessed their convergence with the
potential scale reduction factor (PSR) and the Kolmogorov-Smir-
nov test (K-S). PSR values are ratios of between-chains variance
over within-chains variance and they indicate convergence when
that ratio stably approaches one (Gelman & Rubin, 1992). The K-S
test determines whether the distributions for each Markov chain
pair significantly differed from each other using p-value cutoffs
(Muthén & Asparouhov, 2012b). Bayesian estimation requires the
specification of prior distributions for all estimated parameters.
Unless otherwise specified, we used Mplus default uninformative
priors, which was true for all factor loadings and intercepts. For
BSEM models, we specified zero-mean small-variance priors for
residual correlations using the inverse-Wishart distribution (Mu-
thén & Asparouhov, 2012a). For a detailed discussion of the priors
used in this manuscript and of BSEM priors in general, see the
supplemental material.

With Bayesian estimation, overall model fit may be assessed
with the posterior predictive p-value (PPP; Gelman, Meng, & Stern,
1996). For structural equation models (SEMs) with continuous
outcomes, in Mplus, the PPP for model fit uses the typical model χ2

as the test statistic. This makes the PPP the proportion of times the
χ2 from model-based synthetic data exceeds the χ2 for the sample
data (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2012a; also, Song & Lee, 2012). The
ideal PPP-value is .5 and values approaching or below .05 suggest
poor fit. To compare the difference between the model χ2 for the
real and model-implied synthetic data, Mplus also produces 95%
confidence intervals, which straddle zero in good fitting models
(Muthén & Asparouhov, 2012a). In addition to the BIC, many
within Bayesian literature recommend comparing models with the
deviance information criterion (DIC; Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, &
van der Linde, 2002), which is interpreted much like the BIC;
models with relatively lower values are preferred. Asparouhov and
colleagues (2015) showed that when using the BSEM method, the
DIC is more appropriate than the BIC because the BIC over-pena-
lizes BSEM models with smaller sample sizes.

6.4.4. Reliability and estimate intervals
Due to nonnormal item distributions, differences among the

factor loadings, and residual correlations, quantifying internal
consistency with Cronbach's α would likely produce biased esti-
mates (Brown, 2015). Instead, we used the scale reliability coeffi-
cient ρ, which was proposed by Lord, Novick, and Birnbaum (1968)
and further developed by others (e.g., Raykov, 2001, 2009; see also
Brown, 2015; Kline, 2011). When estimated with modern SEM
software, ρ can accommodate nonnormal distributions, varying
factor loadings, and residual correlations (Raykov, 2001, 2009).
Coefficient ρ may be interpreted much like α, with values ap-
proaching one indicating good scale reliability.

To be sensitive to recent criticisms of the use of p-values in
psychology (e.g., Cumming, 2014) and to Bayesian sensibilities, we
presented 95% intervals for specific point estimates. For frequentist
analyses, we used confidence intervals (CI), the Bayesian coun-
terparts for which are called probability intervals (PI; also often
called credibility intervals). For extensive discussions contrasting
CIs and PIs, see Kruschke and Liddell (2015) and Zyphur and Os-
wald (2015).
7. Results

7.1. Participants and item characteristics

The initial dataset contained responses from 382 participants.
One participant with missing data on all BI-AAQ items was ex-
cluded from further analysis. We removed data from another who
identified as 17 years old and from 20 more who did not identify as
Hispanic. We further excluded data from 48 participants who
failed one or both of the attention check items, 17 with an un-
varying response pattern for all BI-AAQ items (e.g., 1 1 1…; see
Meade & Craig, 2012), and seven more with multivariate outlier
response patterns for the BI-AAQ items based on a Mahalanobis
D2po .001. Thus, the following analyses were based on the re-
sponses of the remaining 289 participants.

Demographically, our 289 participants were 100% Hispanic and
230 (79.6%) identified as female. Regarding country of origin, 246
(85.1%) identified the United States, 40 (13.8%) identified Mexico,
1 identified Puerto Rico, and 2 chose “Other” without further
specification. Average age was 21.1years (Mdn¼20, SD¼4.5),
average weight was 150.7 lbs. (Mdn¼143, SD¼38.5), and average
calculated body mass index was 25.6 (Mdn¼ 24.0, SD¼5.7).

All BI-AAQ items were positively correlated with one another,
with a high average inter-item correlation of .57 (Mdn¼ .62,
SD¼ .13). From the frequentist perspective, all correlations were
significant with po .001, with the sole exception of r2,6, for which
p¼ .025. From a more Bayesian perspective, the lower limits of the
95% probability intervals were well above zero, indicating it was
very improbable that the BI-AAQ items were negatively correlated
in Hispanic undergraduates. See the supplementary material for
full correlation matrices and descriptive statistics for the BI-AAQ
items.

7.2. Confirmatory factor analyses with MLR

First, we estimated a single-factor model with all residual
correlations constrained to zero. The resulting χ2 and RMSEA in-
dicated unacceptably poor model fit (see Table 1). However, the
standardized factor loadings were fairly high (Mdn¼ .81, SD¼ .12,
ranging from .48 to .86), suggesting the 12 items were reasonably
reliable. We then estimated three more models by sequentially
freeing the residual correlation with the largest modification index
(see Table 1). Results showed model fit improved notably after
each freed residual correlation. However, even the model with
three residual correlations had a significant model χ2 and an
RMSEA only within the adequate range. The magnitudes of the
residual correlations were small (i.e., θ10,11¼ .14, θ8,9¼ .14, and
θ6,9¼� .14 in the final model) and we discerned no clear linguistic
or methodological reasons why those three residual pairs should
covary more so than other pairs.



Table 1
Fit statistics for the BI-AAQ factor analyses computed with the MLR estimator.

χ2 RMSEA ρ

Model by
θij

# FP BIC Est. df Est. 90% CI CFI Est. 95% CI

No θij 36 7677 173.167 54 .087 [.073,
.102]

.934 .943 [.934,
.952]

θ10,11 37 7642 142.985 53 .077 [.062,
.092]

.950 .940 [.930,
.949]

θ10,11 and
θ8,9

38 7627 127.657 52 .071 [.055,
.087]

.958 .936 [.926,
.947]

θ10,11, θ8,9,
and θ6,9

39 7615 113.309 51 .065 [.049,
.081]

.966 .939 [.929,
.950]

Note. #FP¼the number of free model parameters; Est.¼the point estimate;
CI¼confidence interval; ρ¼scale reliability. The model χ2 for each model had a
po .001.

Table 3
Correlation between the BI-AAQ and EAT-26 Factors, by model.

Model r 95% CI 95% PI

MLR
No θij � .580 [� .664, � .497]
θ10,11 � .576 [� .660, � .492]
θ10,11 and θ8,9 � .574 [� .659, � .489]
θ10,11, θ8,9, and θ6,9 � .573 [� .657, � .488]

Bayes
No θij � .577 [� .661, � .484]
d ¼ 100 � .582 [� .666, � .489]
d ¼ 200 � .580 [� .654, � .487]
d ¼ 300 � .579 [� .663, � .486]
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7.3. Confirmatory factor analyses with Bayesian estimation

All Bayesian models herein showed clear signs of convergence.
For the initial model, all residual correlations were constrained to
zero. As expected, this model showed poor fit, with PPP o .001,
95% CI [136,199] (see Table 2). The factor loadings were near
identical with those from the original MLR model (Mdn ¼ .83,
SD¼ .12, ranging from .49 to .89). Thus, the results from the initial
Bayesian model cohered with the initial frequentist one: the
model should be rejected.

For the final set of models, we specified zero-mean, small-
variance BSEM priors for residual correlations. Following Aspar-
ouhov et al. (2015), we specified priors with several different de-
grees of freedom values (d) in order to gauge the sensitivity of the
models to the priors. For simplicity, we report results from models
with the d value specified at 100, 200, and 300, for which 100 was
the least informative and 300 was the most (see Table 2). Based on
the PPP and the DIC, all three BSEM models fit the data better than
all the MLR models and the Bayesian model with exact-zero re-
sidual correlations. The BSEM models for which d¼100 and 200
clearly passed the PPP test of model fit. The BSEM factor loadings
were very similar to those reported, above. The residual correla-
tions with the greatest magnitudes were θ2,6, θ6,9, and θ8,9 for all
BSEM models. Yet, even in the model with the weakest priors (i.e.,
d¼100), which allowed them to deviate the furthest from zero,
their magnitudes were small at � .09, � .09, and .09, respectively.

7.4. The influence of BSEM priors on relations among factors

Researchers may wonder how the BSEM priors for residual
correlations influence more complex analyses, such as with mul-
tiple latent variables. Previous research and theory (Hill et al.,
2013; Sandoz et al., 2013) suggest that body-image flexibility
should correlate negatively with eating behavior pathology. To
examine this, we used the EAT-26 as a general measure of eating
behavior pathology. We estimated a general EAT-26 factor with
Table 2
Fit statistics for the BI-AAQ factor analyses computed with the Bayesian estimator.

Model by θij PPP

Prior # FP pD BIC DIC Est. 95%
No θij 36 35.7 7545 7678 o .001 [13
d¼100 102 68.3 7854 7413 .439 [�3
d¼200 102 58.7 7878 7418 .175 [�2
d¼300 102 52.8 7899 7426 .050 [�7

Note. d¼the degrees of freedom parameter, which largely dictates how informative th
PPP¼posterior predictive p-value; PI¼probability interval.
three item parcels (Little, Rhemtulla, Gibson, & Schoemann, 2013),
which were constructed by randomly assigning the items into
three groups and averaging them within each parcel (see the
supplementary material for details). We then estimated the cor-
relation between the general EAT-26 factor and the BI-AAQ factor
using each of the eight BI-AAQ measurement models, above,
testing the question, Does estimating residual correlation models for
the BI-AAQ yield noteworthy differences in its association with the
EAT-26?

The scale reliability for the parceled EAT-26 factor was ade-
quate: ρMLR¼ .890, 95% CI [.862, .918]; ρBayes¼ .888, 95% PI [.863,
.910]. Main results from the eight analyses are presented in Ta-
ble 3. As anticipated, the correlations between the BI-AAQ and
EAT-26 factors were negative and large in magnitude (Cohen,
1992). The trivial differences in the correlations and their 95%
intervals among the different models suggested the differing re-
sidual correlation specifications had no meaningful impact on the
correlation between the factors.
8. Discussion

In this study, we examined the factor structure of the BI-AAQ
with a Hispanic undergraduate sample, which is the first study to
explicitly do so to our knowledge. This study is also the first to
examine the factor structure of the English version of the BI-AAQ
using CFA with any sample. Methodologically, we estimated the
factor structure using both frequentist (MLR) and Bayesian (the
Gibbs sampler) estimators to compare their relative utilities. The
key point of comparison was how they handled residual correla-
tions amongst the BI-AAQ items.

Consistent with previous studies (Sandoz et al., 2013; Ferreira
et al., 2011), we found good evidence for a single-factor structure
in our Hispanic undergraduate sample. However, both estimators
revealed residual correlations were necessary for good model fit.
With the frequentist estimator, we sequentially freed three re-
sidual correlations, which emphasized a few small-magnitude
residual correlations for which we had no clear substantive or
methodological interpretations. In contrast, we used the Bayesian
ρ θij

CI Est. 95% PI M Mdn SD
6,199] .944 [.934, .953]
4, 40] .939 [.915, .956] .003 .002 .035
1, 55] .942 [.925, .955] .001 .001 .028
, 71] .943 [.928, .955] o .001 o .001 .023

e BSEM residual correlation priors are; pD¼the estimated number of parameters;
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estimator and Muthén and Asparouhov's BSEM method to model
the residual correlations as approximate zeros. The BSEM models
had good fit and factor loadings that were comparable to those of
the other models. Though the residual correlations in the BSEM
models were statistically and theoretically trivial in magnitude,
they were large enough to degrade model fit when constrained to
exactly zero. Furthermore, when we estimated the correlation
between the BI-AAQ and measure of disordered eating behavior
using, the EAT-26, we found the different methods of handling
residual correlations resulted in trivial differences. We conclude
that the BSEM models for the BI-AAQ are good representations of
data. The BI-AAQ had good factorial validity and showed pre-
liminary evidence for construct validity as a measure of body-
image flexibility for our participants.

A strength of SEM is that is allows researchers to account for
sources of measurement error in their statistical models. For ex-
ample, researchers have proposed models for accounting for error
associated with wording effects (e.g., Weijters, Baumgartner, &
Schillewaert, 2013) and hierarchical structures (e.g., De Jong,
Steenkamp, & Fox, 2007). Because the residual correlations in the
BSEM models, herein, hovered closely around zero, we concluded
the basic single-factor model was fine for our data, but that the
exact-zero assumption was overly strict. However, for instances
wherein one or more BSEM residual correlations deviate sub-
stantially from zero, researchers should consider major model
revisions, such as including additional factors. See Asparouhov
et al. (2015) for extensive discussion on the topic.

8.1. Precision and scope of the BSEM method

CBS measure development benefits from statistical models that
are specific enough to faithfully summarize specific datasets, but
general enough that scientists might apply those models to other
datasets. Hayes et al. (2012) summarize these analytic qualities as
precision and scope. In their words: “The criterion of precision
means that only a limited number of analytic concepts apply to a
given case; scope means a given analytic concept applies to a
range of cases” (p. 2).

Some might criticize the BSEM method for yielding un-
necessarily complex models, trading precision for model fit (see
Stromeyer, Miller, Sriramachandramurthy, & DeMartino, 2015; nb.
the rebuttal by Asparouhov et al., 2015). That is, our most complex
frequentist CFA model for the BI-AAQ included 39 free parameters.
The better-fitting BSEM models, in contrast, contained 102 free
model parameters, the difference being 63 additional residual
correlations. Yet, the BSEM models were interpretively simple: all
66 residual correlations may be summarily described as approxi-
mately zero and interpretively trivial. In this way, the BSEM
models were reasonably precise and yet flexible enough that they
may generalize to other samples—reasonable precision and po-
tential scope. Contrast this with the three small residual correla-
tions in the final frequentist model. Methodologists have long
warned applied researchers against specifying residual correla-
tions for which they have no clear theoretical justifications (e.g.,
MacCallum, 2003). Doing so could result in complex models that
fit well in one sample but fail to replicate, failing both precision
and scope. We question how likely the residual correlations for the
three item pairs indicated by the frequentist estimator would
generalize to other samples.

The beauty of the BSEM approximate zeros is that they may
well replicate. The probability of drawing a value within a range is
greater than the probability of drawing a specific value. The BSEM
hypothesis of an approximate zero corresponds to a range of va-
lues and the traditional null hypothesis of an exact zero corres-
ponds to a specific value. Thus, we expect approximate BSEM zero
residual correlations are more likely to replicate in another sample
than traditional exact-zero residual correlations. Furthermore,
their trivial magnitudes do not draw attention from the most
important part of the model, a theoretically-coherent single-factor
structure composed of high factor loadings.

8.2. Strengths, limitations, and future directions

Building on the work of Verhagen and Fox (2013), who used
Bayesian estimation to account for measurement invariance across
time in a latent growth curve model, this study further highlights
the utility of Bayesian estimation for CBS analyses. Our study also
represents an early comparison of frequentist and Bayesian factor
analysis using the BSEM method. This study also focused on His-
panic individuals, an important and growing ethnic minority
within the US that has been underrepresented in the literature.
However, this study was limited in that the sample consisted of
undergraduates at one US university near the Texas/Mexico bor-
der. Hispanics are diverse with respect to race, culture, ethnicity,
traditions, SES, immigration history, and country of origin (San-
tiago-Rivera, Arredondo, & Gallardo-Cooper, 2002). This topic
would benefit from future research involving more encompassing
Hispanic samples or, alternatively, specific subgroups.

Interest in Bayesian estimation is spreading rapidly throughout
the social sciences (Zyphur & Oswald, 2015). Herein, we presented
a specific application of Bayesian statistics to factor analysis. The
potentials are broader. Researchers have applied Bayesian statistics
to many other areas related to factor analysis, such as item re-
sponse theory (Fox, 2010) and multilevel SEM (Song & Lee, 2012).
Bayesian estimation may also be applied to staple procedures, such
as ANOVA and regression (Kruschke, 2015; McElreath, 2016). More
generally, because Bayesian statistics are not tied to large sample
theory, they may be particularly helpful for small sample sizes,
especially when with informative priors (e.g., Zyphur & Oswald,
2015). And perhaps most importantly for science, Bayesian sta-
tistics offer a viable alternative to null-hypothesis significance
testing. Bayesian estimates allow researchers do directly test re-
search hypotheses, rather than settling for testing the null (Kline,
2013; Kruschke, 2011; Kruschke & Liddell, 2015; Zyphur & Oswald,
2015).

In conclusion, Sandoz and colleagues' BI-AAQ showed good
factorial validity and scale reliability for our all-Hispanic sample,
and also showed preliminary construct validity with a large ne-
gative association with eating behavior pathology. Thus, the BI-
AAQ may be a useful measure for assessing body image flexibility
and its role in disordered eating in Hispanic-American individuals.
From a methodological perspective, Bayesian estimation using the
BSEM method provided helpful insights into the BI-AAQ's factor
structure and allowed for a more flexible measurement model
than with frequentist methods. We recommend researchers ex-
amine the utility of the BSEM method for other questionnaires and
consider using Bayesian estimation, more broadly.
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